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            Staying informed is also a great way to stay healthy. Keep up-to-date with all the latest health news here.
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                                Teenagers Are Quitting HS Sports Due to Body Image Concerns Driven by Social Media

                                
More teens are quitting HS sports saying they don’t look right for the sports based on what they see in the media and social media, according to a new study.
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                                COVID-19 Linked to Increased Risk of Guillain-Barré Syndrome, a Rare but Serious Autoimmune Disorder, New Study Finds

                                
In a new study, participants recently infected with COVID-19 were six times more likely to develop Guillain-Barré syndrome, where the immune system attacks the nerves.
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                                Adult ADHD Linked to Increased Risk of Dementia

                                
A new study finds adults with ADHD are nearly 3 times more likely to develop dementia compared to those without the condition.
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THURSDAY, April 4, 2024 (HealthDayNews) -- Following disappointing trial results, the maker of a controversial ALS drug said it is pulling the medication off the market.
In a statement issued Thursday, Amylyx Pharmaceuticals said that Relyvrio failed to help patients in a large follow-up study, and the drug "will no longer be available for...
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Childbirth is a harrowing ordeal, and it’s being made worse by mistreatment from health care providers during labor, a new study says.
More than one in every eight women are mistreated during childbirth, researchers found.
Most commonly, women’s requests for help during labor were refused or ignored, results show. Nearly 8% of wo...
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Could a medication similar to  the blockbuster weight-loss drugs Ozempic and Wegovy slow the ravages of Parkinson's disease? 
A new, small study suggests it could: Over the course of a year, a group of French researchers followed 156 people with early Parkinson’s who were randomly given lixisenatide, a GLP-1 receptor agonist made by Sano...
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Rick Slayman, the first person  to receive a kidney transplant from a genetically modified pig, headed home Wednesday after faring so well that he was released from the hospital just two weeks after his groundbreaking surgery.
“This moment -- leaving the hospital today with one of the cleanest bills of health I’ve had in a long time --...
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Cancer cases will continue to climb for the next two decades, spurred on by an aging worldwide population, a new report shows.
An estimated 20 million new cancer cases were diagnosed in 2022, and 9.7 million died from cancer around the globe, the Global Cancer Statistics 2024 report from the American Cancer Society found.
By...
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Sticky fingers, runny noses: Little kids are sweet, but they can also pass on dangerous germs to loving grandparents, new research confirms.
The study found that contact with pre-school and kindergarten-aged kids may be the leading transmission route for bacteria that can cause dangerous pneumonias in folks over 60.
The same Stre...
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A good night's sleep is often hampered by caffeine, hunger, alcohol or chronic pain.
Now, America has a new cause of poor sleep: the sound of gunfire on city streets.
New research shows that gunshots are twice as likely to occur at night, mostly affecting the sleep of people in low-income neighborhoods.
In fact, nearly three ou...
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A rotten work schedule in young adulthood can affect a person’s middle-aged health, a new study finds.
Young adults who worked shifts outside the usual 9-to-5 schedule were more likely to report worse sleep and symptoms of depression in their 50s, researchers discovered.
“Work that is supposed to bring resources to help us sustai...
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Two newly discovered genetic variations can have a powerful effect on a person’s risk for obesity, a new report says.
Variants in the gene BSN, also known as Bassoon, can increase risk of obesity as much as sixfold, researchers report April 4 in the journal Nature Genetics.
These variants affect about 1 in every 6,500 adul...
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There's a glimmer of hope for people afflicted by a rare artery-hardening disease than can lead to amputation.
An existing medication called etidronate appears to help slow the buildup of calcium in arteries that's a hallmark of the illness, which is called arterial calcification due to deficiency of CD73 (ACDC).
ACDC is incredibly r...
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Desks that require folks to stand or move as they work also might help them produce better results on the job, a new study suggests.
People’s brains became sharper when working at a desk that made them stand, step or walk rather than sit, results show.
Reasoning scores in particular improved when at an active workstation, researche...
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A Texas plant full of egg-laying hens has been shut down temporarily after bird flu was detected in the animals.
Cal-Maine Foods, the largest egg producer in the country, said in a news release issued Tuesday that it had to subsequently cull about 1.6 million hens and 337,000 pullets (young hens) at the plant.
"...
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Three anti-smoking groups announced Tuesday that they have sued the U.S. government yet again after it missed its latest deadline for enacting a ban on menthol cigarettes.
This is the second lawsuit that the plaintiffs -- the African American Tobacco Control Leadership Council, Action on Smoking and Health and the National Medical Associat...
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It might be too soon to rely solely on machine learning for health advice, a new study finds.
After pitting the latest AI against actual human physicians, the doctors easily won, reports a team led by Dr. Andrei Brateanu, of the Cleveland Clinic Foundation. 
For now anyway, "AI tools should not be seen as substitutes for medical prof...
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Research into germs that travel through the human digestive tract shows that some may promote obesity while others might help prevent it.
Not only that, but those microbes may act differently in men versus women, the same study found.
“Our findings reveal how an imbalance in distinct bacterial groups are likely to play an important...
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Massive racial disparities exist in the treatment of pregnancy-related mood disorders in the United States, a new study shows.
White women suffering from depression or anxiety during or after pregnancy are nearly twice as likely receive treatment as women of color are, researchers report April 1 in the journal Health Affairs.
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Microwaves could offer an  alternative to surgery for some people with thyroid cancer, a new study suggests.
Microwave ablation, which uses heat to destroy tumors, more effectively targeted thyroid cancers on multiple parts of the gland than surgery did, researchers report April 2 in the journal Radiology.
Microwave therapy ...
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More patients these days are taking part in cancer research, a new study finds.
At least one in five people with cancer (22%) participate in some form of clinical research, when all types of cancer studies are considered, researchers found.
Moreover, enrollment in cancer treatment trials was 7%, more than double  previous participati...
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People who gamble on sports are more likely to be binge drinkers as well, a new report finds.
Both women and men who bet on sports were at least twice as likely to binge drink compared to non-gamblers, results showed. Further, the odds of binge drinking increased with the frequency of gambling.
“With past research showing that spor...
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A new test might allow some women with an aggressive form of breast cancer to skip chemotherapy without harm, researchers say.
Women with early-stage triple-negative breast cancer appear to have better survival rates and a lower risk of recurrence if they carry high levels of cancer-killing immune cells, results show.
Their survival ...
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